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The Odyssey 
Study Guide -- Books IX-XII – The Third Reading

The Retrospective Narrative

In books IX through XII, Odysseus will share his experiences since the Trojan War.  In your Reader’s Log, create and then continue to complete the chart below.  There will be plenty to add to these based on your classmates presentations, so you can either leave room here or create another page as each presents.  

Dangerous
Encounter			Description			Outcome	  Character Flaw





	As you read, make a web of Odysseus’ personality/character traits.  Give at least one example from the book to show each of these traits.  Aim for 5-6 descriptions!









Odysseus –
Character Sketch















Notes?







	Is there any time when you begin to question how loyal and devoted Odysseus is to his wife Penelope?  






	As a hero, Odysseus must journey to the land of the dead, the underworld.  Why is this journey necessary?  Predict what he might learn there, about others, events, and about himself.







	Why does Book X end with the death of Elpenor?  How does he die? 





Book XI

	Identify helpers (mortals and gods/goddesses) of Odysseus and how they help him.


HELPER		Assistance Provided












	Make note of the flashforward.  What does Homer hope to accomplish with this device?  






	How are the dead able to speak to Odysseus?  What ritual is performed?  What must the shades do?





	Indicate the first three shades Odysseus encounters.  Why are they meaningful?  What important information is revealed?


Shade		Information				Purpose or meaning of encounter




















	List the names of mythological characters that Odysseus sees in the underworld that you learned about in the first two marking periods.





	Agamemnon tells his side of the story.  Is there any new information that is revealed in his version of the encounter of his return?  






	What female stereotypes are revealed through Agamemnon?






	What does Odysseus learn in the land of the dead about home, life and himself?  See theme handout.  Do any apply?  Be sure to support your answers.  Aim for at least two lessons!




	Adventures occur on the high seas and on land.  Keep track in your Reader’s Log of  how, during these encounters, does Odysseus show he is a true hero and the “great tactician” when compared to his men?  How does he show he is just a man and not a god?


ENCOUNTER			           Heroic Moves			Odysseus’ or crew’s faults






	What does Kirke have in common with Kalypso and the Sirens?  How are these women different?







 Through all of these encounters, what themes, if any, do you see persisting?



Key characters: In your Reader’s Log, identify and characterize the individuals below, referencing page numbers for anything significant or important.

	Kikones (Sik-ah-neez)
Lotos Eaters
Kyklopes
Aiolos (A-oh-los)
Laistrygonians (Les-trig-o-ni-anz)
Kirke (Sur-se)
Aiaia (Ee-ee-ah)
Eurylokhos (U-ril-o-kus)
Teiresias (Ti-ree-si-as)
	Elpenor 
Antikleia (An-ti-klee-ah)
Seirenes (Sirens)
Symplegades 
Skylla
Kharybdis
Kirke


